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Abstract
Data science has been a hot field in recent years, and many companies with
large amounts of data are interested in applying data science techniques to
make a profit from their data. The possibilities with data science are, therefore,
very large, and Fintech, which is an emerged industry, is trying to make use of
this hot field to change the traditional way of providing financial services.
FinTech companies can use data science to make predictions (predictive
modeling) and extract knowledge from many structured and unstructured data.
There are many ways to extract valuable information from large amounts of data
that FinTech companies own. This thesis focuses on one of the axes where data
science and FinTech meet, which is credit risk modeling. This is done by
implementing a typical data science project, where deep learning techniques are
applied to predict the ability of borrowers to repay their loans.
This case of study follows the important steps of a data science project cycle to
solve the problem presented by the financial institution Home Credit through
the Kaggle platform. Each step is discussed and elaborated in this case study.
In addition, the goal is to predict whether future Home Credit customers will be
able to repay their requested loan with or without payment difficulties. Our deep
neural network model was able to get a good score, which will help Home Credit
to make their predictions. The thing that will encourage others to do more
research and let them apply other models and try other data science techniques
to solve a lot of problems related to the financial field.
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1 Introduction
In the world of industries, firm and company leaders are always questioning
whether they are doing well and getting full benefits out of their activities, or
they still need to do more. Understanding the environment and knowing what
is going on in the world, is no longer enough for companies to live safe and make
profits. Especially all firms live in a context and a world that is characterized by
its huge digital transformations. One of them that is affected by these
transformations is the financial industry. As a result, a new industry emerged
known as Financial technology. Financial technology abbreviated FinTech is the
technology and innovation that aims to compete with traditional financial
methods in the delivery of financial services. The use of smartphones for mobile
banking, investing, borrowing services, and cryptocurrency is examples of
technologies aiming to make financial services more accessible to the public. [1]
Nowadays, banks and financial institutions are trying to know what will happen
in the future in relation to their business and how to adequately respond to it.
A lot of new technologies allow them to gather data from people’s daily life
financial transactions such as bank account transactions, credit card payments,
and loan repayment applications. However, companies are still looking for the
best ways to gain that potential value from their data and how to use it to get a
competitive advantage. [2]
It is considered that much valuable knowledge about a bank’s clients and their
financial behavior is hidden in vast databases and that this information can be
used to significantly improve the business performance. In fact, data might be
one of the most valuable resources of any bank or financial institution, but only
if they know how to expose valuable information hidden in it, and extract
knowledge from their data. The full potential value of data can be achieved by
applying technological means and scientific methods. Data science is an
interdisciplinary field that uses scientific methods, processes, algorithms, and
systems to extract knowledge and insights from many structured and
unstructured data. [3] In concrete, the use of data science techniques can be
of great importance to solve banks and financial institution's problems. Also,
this can be achieved by analyzing data to create models that maintain the best
customers at the lowest possible cost. In addition to that, data science can be
applied for other activities such as fraud detection, risk modeling, and real-time
analytics. In short, the possibilities are numerous and have a high potential
value for any financial institution.

1.1 Problem definition:
Many companies and organizations give great importance to data, and
knowledge extraction from their data. FinTech firms on their behalf, are trying
to take advantage of this by applying data science techniques to provide a highquality experience to customers. Credit risk estimation is one of the places
where “data science” and “FinTech” meet. It is an essential activity for banks
and lender firms, especially that having access to loans is not something that is
provided to all people. People without a credit history and unbanked people were
unable to access loans; also, people who lost trust in banks or people who
cannot get bank credits because of high interest (2008 financial crisis
consequences). FinTech firms were in front of a good opportunity because of all
of that.
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These reasons encouraged a lot of FinTech firms to ride the wave and provide
people with loans, in good conditions, and with a guarantee that they are going
to be able to repay their loans at the same time. “Home Credit” is one of those
institutions. The firm aims to expand financial inclusion to a population with
less access to loans and financing from banks and other traditional lenders.
Home credit has a variety of data about their customers, including transactional
information from stores, local databases, and Telco (telecommunications
operator). To take profit from that data the company uses different statistical
and machine learning methods to ensure that clients are capable of repaying
loans, and that their demands are not rejected. Also, they make sure that loans
are given with a principal, maturity, and repayment calendar that is respected
successfully by the two parts of the contract. The most of those objectives can
be fulfilled by making predictions about their client’s repayment abilities. [4]
But in order to improve their prediction ability and get help to unlock the full
potential of their data, and for research purposes, they make their data public
after anonymization in the Kaggle platform.
This research tries to solve the problem of predicting the capability of a
borrower of repaying a loan on the base of deep learning techniques. This
problem is a typical point where the two axes data science and fintech meet.

1.2 Statement of purpose and methodology
The aim of this thesis is to participate in the founding of a ground on which
other researchers can build, to enhance the contribution of data science in the
development of FinTech. From this main goal, we extracted the objectives
mentioned below:
x

x

x

The first objective is providing a comprehensible background to this
project. To achieve this, we try to explain the historical, theoretical, and
conceptual context of Fintech and data science and the relationship
between them.
The second objective is to Implement a deep learning model that helps to
respond to the research problem. To do this, we follow the typical steps
of a data science project cycle starting with business understanding and
data understanding, then the exploration and visualization of data, after
that it will be the cleaning and preparation phase, and finally, we will
finish with the modeling phase.
The last objective is to Explain the used model and providing the
prediction results and the ideas we get to extract from the project as a
whole.

We used the Google Colab platform [5] in this data project. The code related to
constructing our neural network is written in python in the form of a Jupyter
notebook. some parts of the notebook, especially the ones that are related to
data exploration and a few parts that are related to data preprocessing, are
based on other people's notebooks in the Kaggle platform. [5] [6] For the full
code, please refer to my GitHub at the following link.
https://gist.github.com/Znabil/8b280e23369ff523011266f86326439a
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2 State of the Art
Addressing a typical subject, such as data science in FinTech is not a simple
task, but going throughout an analysis of the literature could make it easy to
understand the relationship between both domains, and give the reader an idea
about what other authors see regarding the presented subject. This chapter is
devoted to describes the State of the art of FinTech and data science.

2.1 FinTech changing financial services
2.1.1 Understanding FinTech
Before talking about the history of FinTech, it is crucial to understand what is
FinTech. R. Das (2019) defines FinTech as any technological means that can
reduce or remove the costs of financial intermediation or services. [7]
In the definition provided by Investopedia, FinTech is defined as a combination
of two words finance and technology. It has been used in order to label
technologies that may include any software, algorithm, computer, smartphone,
structure, processes, or any other means that can be used to automate financial
tasks, where the goal is to improve the quality of financial services and help
companies and consumers handle their financial transactions and operations
with efficiency. [8]
R. Das (2019) stated three reasons that helped in the development and the
improvement of the quality of predicting models in a lot of domains. One of those
domains is the finance domain, that was able by applying pattern recognition
to get higher accuracy and predictability in financial problems. The Factors
mentioned by R. Das are presented as follows:
a. The efficiency of mathematical analysis for calibrating neural nets.
b. Improvements in hardware and software that allow very large (deep)
neural nets to be computed efficiently.
c. The availability of big data that can be used to train these models.
These factors helped a lot in detecting patterns in nonlinear data that comes
from the financial sector. [9]
FinTech nowadays describe multiple financial activities and operations, such as
depositing a check with your smartphone, bypassing a bank branch to apply for
credit, money transfers. We can also mention the encouragement of investment
in new businesses, or managing investments without the assistance of a person,
using new technologies such as robot advisers or chat assistance bots.
Consumers utilize some of these FinTech services, and they are increasingly
aware of FinTech as a part of their daily life.

2.1.2 The Evolution of FinTech Throughout History
The first era:
This period is titled from analogue to digital, and it is bounded by the year
1866 and 1967, it focuses more on the infrastructure. It started with the
appearance of new technologies such as the telegraph, canals, railroads, and
steamships that improved the speed of financial information transmitted across
borders. It was the key to the door of the first age of financial globalization.
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Just a few decades after the world war II and I, the world knows a lot of
technological development that raised from the ashes of the two wars, such as
code-breaking tools exploited commercially by computer companies like IBM
(International Business machines). The credit cards that have been introduced
in the 1950s by some banks in the United States of America (Diners’ Club, in
1950, Bank of America and American Express in 1958). But the major
development was the communication network initialized by the global telex
network made in place, and the fax machine was the first tool that has been
introduced by the Xerox Corporation in 1964 under the name of Long-Distance
Xerography (LDX). It was a big step to the next generation of FinTech.
The second era:
Starting from 1967 and ending in 2008, the focus of this part of FinTech history
was on the banks. The digitalization of banks started in this period with the
launch of the calculator, alongside with the appearance of ATMs by Barclays in
the UK (1967). A few years after that, in the 1970s the Fedwire that was
introduced in 1918 become electronic instead of the telegraph system. Also, the
SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications) was
established to facilitate and secure cross border payment. As a result, the
communication between financial institutions was improved and become more
secure.
Another FinTech innovation was Introducing computer systems (Michael
Bloomberg terminals) in 1984. The new machines were the way to replace paperbased mechanisms to more computational procedures. The orientation of banks
to invest in mobile phone technologies was another important step. But even
with the listed technologies introduced to the financial institutions, the
worldwide web known as the internet introduced at the beginning of 1995 with
Wells Fargo, which took the major part in the development of the FinTech by
providing online accounts, and a lot of other virtual services. In the first years
of the 21s century, a lot of online banking (PayPal in 2002) and e-commerce
platforms (eBay in1995) have been introduced, and the relationship between
financial institutions and costumers became fully digitized.
The third era:
This part of FinTech history sees the light in 2008, and it is continuing those
days. It focuses more on start-ups. After the 2008 financial crisis, a new wave
comes to change the costumer’s perspective of who has the legitimacy to provide
financial services, and the traditional banking system starts to lose their
trustworthiness in front of the market. This loss happened because of financial
professionals losing their jobs, and the increase of the costs and limited capacity
to originate loans. But the work force of financial professionals with their skills
found a new opportunity by the emergence of new players. The Jumpstart Our
Business Start-ups Act (JOBS Ac), the law that was signed by Barack Obama
on April 5 from the year 2012, it has been intended to encourage funding of
small businesses by raising capital instead of equity on P2P platforms. In this
period, the financial market was marked by the entrance of bitcoin and some
other cryptocurrencies. And mobile phones known a massive use on financial
activities, as an example, the famous google wallet and apple pay. [10]
All those steps lead to the creation of the new paradigm known today as FinTech.
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2.1.3 FinTech Typology
This section well describes the typology of FinTech. The organization is based
on the innovation fields in FinTech, which is going to provide us with a clear
understanding of how FinTech was able to disrupt the financial services in the
last few years.
2.1.3.1 Finance and investment
In terms of investment and Financing projects, new ways of financing appeared
as alternatives to the traditional ways of funding that are based mainly on bank
loans and savings. These new approaches of financing facilitate consumer-toconsumer financial transactions and make it a source of capital.
2.1.3.1.1

Crowdfunding

Gupta and Mandy Tham (2018) define crowdfunding as the practice of funding
a project by raising small amounts of money from many people, typically the
public. And hence we are talking about crowds of consumers; there’s a need to
do this by the main of digital channels, and a lot of technologies help to do so,
such as mobile phones and computers on the base of the internet as a network
that connects people around the globe. [11]
In their turn, Theo Lynn et al. (2019) put the Crowdfunding Phenomenon in an
entrepreneurial context. They define it as the effort of entrepreneurial
individuals or groups (cultural, social) that seek a profit, and they fund their
ventures by engaging small contributions from the relatively large number of
individuals using the internet. [12]
Four types of contracts that can be used between contributors and the project
founder, to fund a project when talking about the Crowdfunding are presented:
•

Rewards-based crowdfunding

The contributors receive the service or the product of the business as a
reward for their capital.
•

Equity-based crowdfunding

The contributors get shares in the business, what make them associates in
the company. Therefore, they get profit if the company wins, and they lose
capital if the company loses.
•

Debt-based crowdfunding

This way of funding deals with contributors as lenders, and because of that,
they receive financial payment for the capital they invested. [11]
•

Donation-based crowdfunding

In this type of crowdfunding, funds are provided for sponsorship

reasons, with no expectation of remuneration.
2.1.3.1.1

Online Peer-to-Peer lending

This way of funding is informal in comparison with the formal type of funding
(banks). The use of the internet makes this way of funding more powerful by
emerging an online market for microcredit funding. Where the two parts of the
contract borrowers (businesses wishing to obtain a loan) and lenders
(individuals or institutions wishing to fund a loan) meet, this new approach of
funding projects has some important key points, which makes it stronger than
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the traditional P2P funding. The first point is that borrowers do not need to have
any sort of relationship with lenders, and they deal with each other as strangers.
The other point is that other institutions such as traditional banks may invest
also throughout those platforms and, therefore, more capitals for investing. [12]
2.1.3.2 Payments and infrastructure
2.1.3.2.1

Traditional Payment structure

Even with new solutions presented by FinTech start-ups regarding the
payments, the world is still working with traditional solutions built in the last
five decades. Those solutions are computerized, and they are based on a number
of processes and agreements that organize the relationships between
organizations. As an example, merchants and consumers exchange money for
goods and services, and they use cards network to facilitate those payments. In
their turn, banks reconcile balances between them under the umbrella of the
central bank or with the other commercial banks in the world via a global
messaging system. The infrastructure of this traditional way of payment
organization is composed of a set of components: Payment Systems, Payment
Instruments, Payment Schemes, Card Schemes, SWIFT. For more information,
look (B. SOFIE and A. ROBERT) [13].
2.1.3.2.2

New Payment structures:

FinTech Start-ups bypassed the financial sector walls and entered this
traditional world of banks with innovations and disruption by changing the
main bone of finance. The reason behind this change is the difficulty of
constructing a new type of bank, because of the need for huge capitals,
regulations, and other factors that make this initiative stumble. Another reason
behind this is the new FinTech’s point of view. They focus more on costumers
rather than regulations as banks do and instead of trying to solve all the
problems, they solve one problem at once, and they try to use existing
technologies to solve this problem. As results, they were able to improve
customer experience, for example, the payment problem that we can split into
three categories:
The system of «E-Wallet»
The reason behind the E-wallet is the need for more security, and more
rationality in the use of credit cards in payment on the internet, or e-commerce
because of some technical difficulties related to its use, such as:
x

The tool is badly adapted to remote channels; because the card holder
must manually enter the 16 digits of his card, the validity date, and the
visual cryptogram.
• The holders are not interested most of the time to communicate their
card data due to the risk of misappropriation and fraudulent use of these
data.
The E-Wallet comes as an alternative solution to those problems, by permitting
to a trusted third participant to stock the payment data and personnel
information, and use it later on, to do any sort of payment with ease. The
powerful point of this new way of payment is that we do not have to input
sensible information on each transaction.
One of the great solutions is PayPal by its worldwide use and the noticed
penetration in e-commerce, there are also other solutions from big tech
companies well known, Apple Pay, Google Pay, Samsung Pay, and Amazon with
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its solution OneClick. Also, banks are using those technologies; for example,
Bizum is one of the biggest systems in mobile payment in Spain. Mobile
operators are also entering this domain, especially in emerging countries or
developing countries.
Funds transfer networks
The most known traditional funds transfer networks are Western Union and
MoneyGram. But with the emergence of FinTech, new alternatives appeared to
attack the market (e.g., TransferWise and Revolut). They take profit from the
limited ambitions and limited geographical zones that traditional networks
cover by allowing immigrant workers to transfer their funds to their origin
countries with fewer limitations and restrictions. The goal of these new market
actors is to minimize the high commissions forced by the leaders of the domain
since traditional banks are not interested in this activity.
The new funds transfer networks use new tools (e.g., mobile phones) as a base
for their activity. Emergent countries and developing countries find the use of
FinTech solutions as the best alternative for banks. Hence banks need huge
capitals and a lot of regulations. A lot of FinTech companies that propose
complete systems of transfer based on the use of mobiles exist. For illustration
purposes, we mention Orange Money in some African countries or
Exchange4free or TransferWise in Spain.
Virtual money
The virtual money is known worldwide because of its famous avatar Bitcoin. It
is the best way for some individuals and institutions to get the power on their
money, without being under the control of the complex banks’ systems, at least
a tool for doing bad transactions on Dark Web.
In relation to our subject, FinTech companies interfere in two sides the payment,
and conversion side. And some time they provide services such as a wallet. As
an example, a businessman or a commerce owner wants to accept bitcoins
payment to satisfy a portion of his clients; even he is not using bitcoins
necessarily. Then he will need someone that can provide this service for him,
the service of converting bitcoin to classical money (euro, dollar). A lot of agents
called exchange places are taking profit from this situation, such as BitPay or
CoinBase, and ShitCoinsClub or BitBase in the case of Spain. A lot of the
mentioned companies work to make payment with bitcoins easy for physical
commerce. [14]
2.1.3.3 Digitalization of financing Operations
When it comes to digitalization of finance, it is important to understand that
digital transformation is more than the simple use of digital technologies to sell
and provide services to clients. In fact, it is about deploying a digital strategy
that enables the firm to face challenges and make a profit from opportunities.
And this can be achieved by aligning the transformation strategy with a clear
organization vision on how the digital transformation should be and how it
should affect the profitability, sustainability, and competitivity of the
organization, especially in an era where technologies advance at high speed.
One example of digital transformation in terms of financial services, is the use
of algorithms in order to automate trading transactions, and apply strategies
related to opening, modifying, or closing positions when trading at high speed,
which is going to make a profit from short term price fluctuations. But the
implementation of those technologies was expensive for a long time, and
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therefore, the massive use was limited to big structures. In short, the
information processing and knowledge extraction was not something common
that everyone can use in their business. In the asset Management domain, the
investors who purchase shares or make an investment get reports about their
funds and savings after each quarter from the financial service network with
whom they are doing business, and this is affecting the choices and strategy of
those investors.
The appearance of new solutions and the availability of new information and
communication technologies are from the main factors of the emergence of
FinTech. On the one hand, the huge technology and process development
improved the production of institutions (data bases, decision-making) by
increasingly using big data analytics and risk management tools to create new
products and services for customers. On the other hand, the use of real estate
platforms, and applying AI technologies to simulate the behavior of customers
based on past behaviors, affected the distribution of institutions in terms of the
experience of customers (flexibility, product personalization). The new advances
allowed new entrances to find positions in the industry, and by exploiting the
niche, they were able to attract new customers (younger generations,
individuals, and institutions) with a lower cost than the traditional approach.
[15]
Innovations such as Big Data Analytics, Robots, Machine learning are of great
importance for both customers (good costumers experience) and Fintech firms
(risk surveillance and management). It also, allows Firms to take advantage of
a lot of opportunities that they were unable to think of, like real-time metrics
and analysis provided by platforms that provide customers with a view of the
situation of indices in the financial market what makes clients able to take the
best decision regarding an investment, on the same time brokers can get
information and factors behind customers performance for better risk
management and a good understanding of the behaviors of customers. [16]

2.1.4 Risk management and Credit risk in FinTech firms
Risk management is not based only on Market financial instruments and
indices such as interest rates, economic development, or stock indices, but also
on the financial situation of clients and their history. One of the important risks
that banks try to manage its credit risk. The credit risk is defined in general as
the risk that a lender will not be able to recover his loan from a borrower. The
declined risk in the standing credit of a borrower is also being taking as a credit
risk. However, this kind of situation is not considered as default, but the
probability of default will increase. [17]
A lot of banks and FinTech firms find that credit risk is one of the important
risks that they must manage. This goes back to the nature of their activity that
is based on lending, nonbeing able to manage this risk could lead to a credit
loss. The loss of credit can happen when a borrower is incapable of paying or
paying in time his loan. In most cases, the reason for a client could be a
financially challenging situation or when facing bankruptcy procedures.
But this is not the only reason; it could also be a refusal from the borrower to
respect his debt obligations like the case of fraud or legal dispute. This case
could happen when the banks or the firm invest in clients with high-quality
profile, but with a risk that is getting deteriorating. Van Gestel & Baesens (2008)
stat that when the high-quality borrower has been liquidated, and the bank tries
to sell the debt, the selling price will be most of the time will be lower than the
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price of acquirement. This could result in a significant loss for the bank or the
financial institution. More consequences could arise; important loss caused by
the default of borrowers may lead to a bankruptcy of a bank. It may even be an
initiation of a banking or financial crisis. Therefore, banks and financial
institutions give great importance to risk monitoring and management,
especially the default risk to avoid those kinds of dangers. [18]
Default risk (PD)
Van Gestel & Baesens (2008) articulate the default risk is the probability that a
default event could happen; the value of this probability fluctuates between 0
and 1, and it is known in the finance domain as the probability of default.
Banks and financial institutions always try to predict this probability so that
they can decide on granting a loan to the client or not. For example, a borrower
with a stable income, low debt burden, and a good financial situation can get a
lower probability of default, and his score will be near 0. On the other part, a
client with a bad financial situation could get a high chance of default, and his
score could be near 1. What a one can get from this example is that the
probability of default depends on a lot of factors, in some cases the borrower
can get help from the state, the company he works in, and relatives to improve
his score by providing guarantees that he can pay the loan to the financial
institution.

2.2 Data science a new field of study
The life is going smarter in the last few years, because of the use of computing
and mathematical approaches to solve complex problems. Domains have been
raised, and others have been developed, and statistical sciences know a huge
expansion thanks to the increase of computational power and Big data. One of
the fruits of those sciences is the rise of data sciences.

2.2.1 Overview of Data science origins and history
John Tukey, one of the biggest contributors to statistics thanks to him that we
have the BoxPlot, mentioned that there’s a new science (talking about data
science) that is unrecognized, and that focuses on learning from data (1962). He
invited statistic’s scientists and agents to work more on data analysis processes
and not to focus only on theoretical statistics. Explaining how much it is
important to distinguish between Confirmatory data analysis and exploratory
data analysis was the first step in the establishment of the data science field.
[19]
Years after that, the creator of the S programming language known today as R
(the language used massively by data scientists), John Chambers traced in his
paper (1993) the split of statistics into two groups:
x
x

Greater statistics: where there is everything related to training from
data throughout all the process from gathering data tell the presentation
and reporting.
Lesser statistics: the traditional statistics that evolve the methodology
and theory, in general, the statistics as it is described by texts (books,
journals, etc.).

Just a few years later, another author Leo Breiman had been able to get the
message of Tukey and Chambers; “academic statisticians were continuing to
focus on theory and were not engaging with the entire data-analysis
process.” And in his paper (2001), he also divided statistics into two divisions:
9

The algorithmic modelling culture (Chambers’s greater statistics) and the
data modelling culture (Chambers’s lesser statistics).
In the same year (2001), Bill Cleveland, Computer scientist and professor at
Purdue University published his paper. And he proposed to expand the areas of
statistics to 6 technical areas, and he named the new field as data science. It
was the first to propose the name to the altered field. [19]

2.2.2 Data science definition
A lot of discussions have been made within the research field and the academic
community about data science as a new academic discipline. The reason behind
this, is that the field involves not only statistics, but also several disciplines that
include management, computing, communication, and decision making.
From his review and surveys about data science Longbing Cao. articulated in
his paper (2017) a definition from two perspectives:
The first perspective is a high-level and a general statement: data science is the
science of data, or data science is the study of data.
The second is a disciplinary perspective that defines data science as a new
interdisciplinary field that is built on statistics, informatics, computing,
communication, management, and sociology, where the goal is to study data
and its environments (talking about the domain and the contextual aspects that
help to understand the data) in order to transform the mentioned data to
insights and decisions following a specific methodology. [20]
Longbing presented a sort of formula that synthesizes the definition of data
science:
statistics
informatics
computing

Data
science

management*
communication
sociology
environment

Figure 1 Longbing Data science Definition Formula
*In the context of data, the term Management means ‘Data Management.’
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2.2.3 Deep learning as a data science technique
Deep learning is a development in neural networks and represents a deep way
to train neural networks. Before going to explain deep learning in detail it is
Essential to present its origins.
2.2.3.1 Historical Context of Deep Learning
Going back a few years, most of machine learning techniques have exploited
shallow-structured architecture. Some of those architectures are logistic
regression, multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) with a single hidden layer, and
support vector machines (SVMs). Those architectures have at most one hiding
layer, and they showed a great ability to solve problems. The drawback is that
their limited modeling and representation can cause problems when dealing
with complex real-life problems, such as human speech, natural language, and
image processing. [21]
The origins of the deep neural network architecture go back to the discovery of
the hierarchical information process in the brain by Hubel and Wiesel (1962) in
their study about the cat’s visual system. They were able to observe that at each
level of processing, the cells aggregate the features from the previous level. And
at the end of this process, the brain can recognize objects from the input image.
But in the first level of this process, the brain tries to recognize specific simple
patterns such as vertical or horizontal elements in the input image. The DNN in
our days uses the same logic to extract information from input data. [22]
The concept of deep learning was originated from artificial neural network
studies and research. A lot of models have been constructed on the base of deep
architecture, and Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) or Feed-Forward neural
networks are typical examples of those models. The training of such deep
networks was difficult, but with the development of the continuous
Backpropagation Model in 1969 by Henry J.Kelley. The algorithm was
popularized in the 1980s, and it was able to train the parameters of these
networks. The deep neural network became popular, and the term “deep
learning” was coined and widely accepted around 2010 due to the development
of efficient learning algorithms and hardware speed-ups such as the use of
GPUs. [21]
2.2.3.2 Deep learning Definition
Since 2006, deep structured learning, or more commonly called deep learning
or hierarchical learning, has emerged as a new area of machine learning
research. During the past several years, the techniques developed from deep
learning research have already been impacting a wide range of signal and
information processing work within the traditional and the new, widened scopes,
including key aspects of machine learning and artificial intelligence.
Deep learning has various closely related definitions or high-level descriptions:
Definition 1: A class of machine learning techniques that exploit many layers
of non-linear information processing for supervised or unsupervised feature
extraction and transformation, and for pattern analysis and classification. [21]
Definition 2: Deep learning is a class of machine learning algorithms that uses
multiple layers to progressively extract higher-level features from the raw input.
For example, in image processing, lower layers may identify edges, while higher
layers may identify the concepts relevant to a human such as digits or letters
or faces. [23]
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Definition 3: Deep learning is an artificial intelligence function that imitates
the workings of the human brain in processing data and creating patterns for
use in decision making. Deep learning is a subset of machine learning in
artificial intelligence (AI) that has networks capable of learning unsupervised
from data that is unstructured or unlabeled. Also known as deep neural
learning or deep neural network. [24]
2.2.3.3 Artificial neural networks
Artificial neural networks are computational models that are inspired by the
human brain neural networks. A neural network is composed of a huge number
of neurons connected to each other in a complex communication network that
enables the system to deal with complex computations.
The learning using neural networks was proposed as a learning paradigm in
1943 by Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts. In the last years, neural networks
have proven high performance in terms of solving a lot of learning tasks. [25]
Artificial Neural networks are described as directed graphs, where nodes are the
neurons, and the edges are the links. And every neuron gets as input the
weighted sum of the output of the neurons connected to income edges as the
next figure shows. [26]

Figure 2 Shallow neural network architecture
This is the most common structure for neural networks. It has three layers with
full interconnection. It’s called a shallow neural network because of having one
hiding neural network. The input layers are passive; they do nothing but relying
on the values form single input to their multiple outputs. While hidden and
output layers are active, modifying the signals as the figure shows [27].Neural
networks typically include the following features:
2.2.3.3.1

Neurons and Layers

Different neural network structures exist, but they have the same type of
neurons. Researchers always introduce experimental and new neural network
structures. Consequently, it is impossible to cover all of them, but at least there
are some commonalities between the different neural network architectures. A
neural network is typically an algorithm composed of several interconnected
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units, even that these units may not be called as neurons. The name of the
processing unit of the neural network, in fact, may have other names, they could
be called nodes, neurons, or units. The next figure shows us how a single
neuron is presented in an abstract structure.

Figure 3 Abstract structure of a single artificial neuron
As the figure shows, the artificial neuron receives the input from one or more
sources that could be either another neuron or data that is fed to the network.
The input data is often a binary or floating-point. Most of the time, binary input
is encoded to floating-point so that the representation of true and false become
1 and 0. In some cases, the application represents the binary input as a bipolar
system where the true sign gets one and the false sign gats -1. The neuron
multiplies each input by weight, and then it sums them, and the result is fed to
a function called the activation function. The next equation shows how the of a
neuron is calculated.
Equation 1 Formula to calculate the output of a neuron

( ,

) = ∅(∑ ( ,

))

The variables x and w represent the input and weights of the neuron, and i
corresponds to the number of weights and inputs. The number of weights and
the inputs must always be the same. Each weight is multiplied by its respective
input, and the products of these multiplications are summed together to
produce the logit (result) of the neuron. In many cases, the logit also includes a
bias, which is a constant (not shown in the figure). The logit is considered as an
activation function that is symbolized by the Greek letter φ (phi). And finally,
this process results in a single output from the neuron.
To conclude our mathematical discussion of the artificial neuron, we re-express
its functionality in vector form.
x
x
x

The inputs are reformulated as a vector x = [x1 x2 ... xn].
The weights of the neuron as w = [w1 w2 ... wn].
Then we can re-express the output of the neuron as y = f (x · w + b).

where b is the bias. In other words, we can compute the output by performing
the product of the input and weight vectors, plus the bias term to produce the
logit, and then applying the transformation (activation) function.
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2.2.3.3.2

The Types of Neurons

Three types of neurons exist input, output, and hidden neurons. The input and
the output neurons are somehow similar. At the same time, hidden neurons
have different characteristics.
x

Input and Output Neurons

The input neurons accept data from the program, and it feeds it to the network.
However, the output neuron provides the processed data (by the network) back
to the program. These input and output neurons will be grouped into separate
layers, called the input and output layer.
The program normally represents the input of a neural network as an array or
a vector. The number of elements in this vector must be equal to the number of
input neurons. For example, a neural network with four input neurons might
accept the following input vector:
[0.3, 0.70, 0.45, 0.6]
The neural network output will be a vector with length equal to the number of
output neurons. The output will often be a single value from a single output
neuron.
x

Hidden Neurons

Hidden neurons are usually grouped into fully connected hidden layers. They
have two major characteristics. The first one is that the hidden neurons receive
the input only from the input neurons or from other hidden neurons. The
second important character is that the output of a hidden neuron is fed only to
other hidden neurons or to output neurons. This makes hidden neurons in a
closed box where they have contact only with other neurons. In other words,
hidden neurons help to understand the input and to form the output, but they
are not connected directly to the incoming data or the output.
2.2.3.3.3

Activation Functions

Another feature of the neural network is the activation function. Activation or
transformation functions establish bounds for the output of neurons. The
neural networks can use many different activation functions. However, We
limited our discussion to only the most common activation functions and the
ones that we are gone use in our model. To choose the activation function to be
used in our neural network, it is important to format the input data in a way
that enables the function to process the data.
x

Linear Activation Function

The simplest activation function is the linear function because it does not
change the neuron output at all. The next Equation shows how the program
typically implements a linear activation function
Equation 2 Linear Activation Function

∅( ) =
Regression neural networks usually use a linear activation function on their
output layer as they learn to provide numeric values. And As the graph shows,
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this activation function simply returns the value that the neuron inputs passed
to it.

Figure 4 The graph of a linear activation function
x

The Hyperbolic Tangent Activation Function

The hyperbolic tangent function is also another very common activation
function that is used in neural networks. The output values of this function are
always in the range of -1 and 1. This activation function is represented, as
shown in the figure.
Equation 3 The hyperbolic tangent activation function

∅( ) =

( )

The hyperbolic tangent function has the next shape as shown in the graph

Figure 5 The graph of the hyperbolic tangent activation function
x

Sigmoid Activation Function

The sigmoid or the logistic activation function is a very common choice for
feedforward neural networks that need the output to be only positive numbers.
The output of this function is always bounded by 0 and 1. This function will
15

work great for our neural network as we are in front of the probability of default,
which is between 0 and 1. The equation of the sigmoid activation function is
presented as follows.
Equation 4 The sigmoid activation function

∅( ) =

+

The use of the sigmoid function is a good choice when dealing with some cases
where we want to ensure that values stay within a relatively small range
(between 0 and 1), the next figure shows the graph of a sigmoid function.

Figure 6 The graph of a sigmoid activation function
x

Rectified Linear Units (ReLU)

The rectified linear unit (ReLU) function has seen very rapid adoption over the
past few years. It was Introduced by Teh & Hinton in 2000, prior to the ReLU
activation function, the hyperbolic tangent was generally an activation function
of choice. However, most current research now recommends ReLU due to
superior training results. Most neural networks use the ReLU on hidden layers
and either SoftMax or linear on the output layer.
Equation 5 ReLU function

∅( ) =

( , )

The reason behind the ReLU performing typically better than other activation
functions for hidden layers is the fact that the ReLU activation function is a
linear, and non-saturating function. Unlike the other functions like the logistic
or the hyperbolic tangent activation functions, the ReLU does not saturate to 1, 0, or 1. A saturating activation function means that the function moves
towards and eventually attains a value (a boundary). For example, as x
decreases the hyperbolic tangent function, saturates to -1 and to 1 as x
increases. The ReLU activation function is typical for our hidden layers, as it
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does not saturate. The next figures show the graph of the ReLU activation
function.

Figure 7 The graph of the ReLU Activation Function
What to remember is that in classification neural networks, those that
determine an appropriate class for their input usually uses a SoftMax activation
function for their output layer.
2.2.3.4 Deep neural networks
Deep neural networks are a relatively new advancement in neural network
programming. Essentially, any neural network with more than two layers is
deep. The ability to create deep neural networks has existed since Pitts (1943)
introduced the multilayer perceptron. However, we haven’t been able to
effectively train neural networks until Hinton (1984) became the first researcher
to successfully train these complex neural networks [28].
The deep neural structure is somehow similar to a shallow neural network
structure. The difference is just the number of hiding layers. As the next graph
shows, the number of hidden layers is five, which is more than 1, and therefore
this neural network is considered a deep one.

Figure 8 The architecture of a deep neural network (source [29])
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2.3 Data Science Applied to FinTech Risk Management:
A huge amount of data is generated by financial institutions, this data can be
analyzed and provide firms with knowledge. Data science techniques can be
applied by firms and banks to enhance the FinTech revolution. The next
sections are going to explain how data science techniques are affecting the
FinTech evolution by providing tools for risk management. In finance domain,
risk management can be divided into three common categories that AI could be
applied to. These categories are market risk, operational risk, and credit risk
that is the focus of this thesis.

2.3.1 Application to Market Risk
The market risk is the risk related to investing, trading, or in general the risk
generated from exposure to financial markets. Kumar (2018) presented a
methodological way of how machine learning can help in market risk
management, step by steps from preparation, to modelling, to stress testing,
and providing a validation pathway to explain the model.
Trading in the financial market has a risk that the model used to trade could
be either false, incomplete, or not valid. This domain is known as model risk
management, where machine learning is used to model and determine unwitting
or emerging risk in trading behavior. Woodall (2017) presented some use cases
of machine learning in model risk management by FinTech companies such as
Yields.io that provide real-time model monitoring, testing and validation using
AI and machine learning techniques. Nomura was another case of a firm that
uses machine learning to determine non adequate assets for trading.
Another perspective to view the market risk is understanding how big trading
firms’ transactions can impact the prices in the market. The exploratory study
made by Day (2017) about how big trading firms are using AI, to avoid the costs
of opening or closing large positions in a market with less liquidity. Has shown
that Machine learning techniques can help in a significant way to solve the issue
of large positions cost. And this has been made by identifying relationships
between assets that are not observable in an easy way, which allow the wanted
positions to enter by a series of assets rather than going in large position in a
single asset. And this can be done by cluster analysis or deep learning models
[12].

2.3.2 Application to Operational Risk
Operational risk management is when a firm tries to detect direct or indirect
financial loss generated from hosting potential operation’s breakdowns. The
operational risk can take two forms; it can be either internal to the institutions
such as internal process failure, or a system breakdown as it can be external to
the firm such as frauds, natural disaster, an attack on the firm network, or
system. Choi et al. 2017 introduced a road towards AI and machine learning
solutions in terms of financial firms, taking in consideration the huge increase
of the quantity, the variety, and the complexity of operational risks.
There is a lot of ways where AI can interfere and help on the different stages of
operational risk management from the identification of the risks to the
estimation of its effects. AI can also help in choosing the appropriate strategy to
reduce the risk effects, and to identify instruments that can help in avoiding
operational risks. AI techniques used in operational risk management are
expanding all the time to new fields starting by credit card frauds detections
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and prevention to new areas that are more about analysis of documents and
processes and performance optimization. And it started to involve more and
more money laundering and tax evasions that require work on big databases.
Financial fraud detection is a common risk management case where AI is
applied. In this use case, financial institutions try to control the financial fraud
on the base of the evaluation of the best ways that can protect their clients and
remove any vulnerabilities from their system that can put their data on risk.
More than that AI can automate and optimize work processes, daily task, and
minimize human intervention. AI technique can help to process data from
different sources and extract and evaluate content and present it in a form of
high-quality knowledge and interactive visualizations that can help the user to
detect risky clients on the network. Classification and clustering techniques can
be used to construct traders’ profiles, or even more observing patterns of
behavior of traders to predict risk or relationships between traders. Banks can
also use AI to generate alerts that can be triggered when a risk level is achieved
or when suspicious activities are detected [12].

2.3.3 Application to Credit Risk
The credit risk is known as an economic loss that comes when a counter party
fails to fulfil its contractual obligations (e.g. the payment of principal, or interest),
or when the default risk increase during the term of transaction. The traditional
ways of modelling credit risk are based on classical linear and logit regressions.
But those techniques are not the best, the reason behind this assumption is
that machine learning and AI in general have a greater ability to model it
because of semantic understanding of unstructured data. And in the last years
there is a trend and great interest from companies and institutions to apply AI
techniques to enhance risk management in practice [12].
The credit risk is an essential element in the procedure of commercial lending.
A bank or a FinTech Firm will not be able to make an objective analysis of
potential customers, and the price of the loans without the assessment of this
risk. This credit risk is often measured and evaluated with a credit score. Credit
scoring models are built on the base of different indices that describes different
sides of the borrower’s financial situation. These models are beneficial for
financial institutions and are used to classify credit applicants to either a “good
applicant profile” one that is likely to repay or a “bad applicant profile” one that
has a high possibility of not paying the loan.
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3 Case study of Home Credit Group
The next is the case study made to respond to a business problem by applying
the typical data science project steps.

3.1 Business Understanding
The first step is business understanding, which is devoted to understanding the
business problem and its context and then transforming it into a data science
problem.
3.1.1.1 Home Credit identification
Home Credit is an international non-bank financial institution (FinTech Firm)
founded in 1997 in the Czech Republic and headquartered in the Netherlands.
The company operates in 10 countries and focuses on lending primarily to
people with little or no credit history. By the year 2019, the company was able
to serve over 131 million active customers, with a total asset of 26,518 Million
Euros. The major shareholder of the company is PPF Group (a privately held
international financial group), which controls 88.62% stake in Home credit [30].
The company offers point of sale (POS) loans, cash loans, revolving loans, and
other products through an online platform and a physical distribution network.
The strategy in which the company works start by attracting customers to start
from the point of sale funding (in stores), and then provides reliable ones with
broader consumer credit products [4].The Firm has a number of goals that aim
to achieve:
x
x
x
x

Provide an innovative retail financial services while focusing on mass
retail lending
Helping client to make their dreams and ambitions true in a way that is
financially responsible
Provide employees with long term interesting and stable jobs
Enhance the economic development by providing support to domestic
consumption and improving life standards of people

3.1.1.2 Home Credit Group Data sheet
The next table provides an overview of the Home Credit group.
Trade name

Home Credit Group

Industry

Consumer loans and Personal loans

Founded

1997 (as Home Credit a.s.) and 1999 (as Home Credit B.V.)

Headquarter

Amsterdam, Netherlands

Area served

Eastern Europe, Central Europe, Asia and United States

Operating income

€ 2.923 billion (2018)

Net income

€ 213 million (2018)

Total assets

€ 22.214 billion (2018)

Total equity

€ 1.934 billion (2018)

Owner

PPF (88.62%) and Emma Capital (11.38%)

Number of employees

132,000 (2018)

Web site

www.homecredit.net

Table 1 Home Credit Group Data sheet (source [30])
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3.2 Dataset pre-analysis
3.2.1 Data set license analysis
x

Publisher of dataset: Home Credit International a.s.

x

Rights holders: Home Credit International a.s.

x

Sponsor

And Hosting

Platform: Home Credit International a.s.

( www.kaggle.com/terms)
x

License of dataset: the license is not provided under any of the licenses
in Kaggle platform. However, the first part of the seventh section of the
list of rules provided by Credit Home Group, mentions clearly that the
use of the data set is allowed for academic research, and education as
follows: You may access and use the Competition Data for the purposes
of the Competition, participation in Kaggle Website forums, academic
research and education, and other non-commercial purposes.

x

Links to the license or Rules:
o

https://www.kaggle.com/c/home-credit-default-risk/rules

3.2.2 Understanding the data set structure:
3.2.2.1 Data sources:
The data set provided by Home credit is composed of 7 different sources with
an extension of:
Application train and test tables: both represent one main table with
information about each loan application at Home Credit, divided into two files,
one for the Train (with TARGET) and the other for the Test (without TARGET).
Each loan is in a row, and it is identified by id (SK_ID_CURR). For the training,
subset data has a target that indicates if the loan was repaid with the number
0 as a symbol, or the number 1 if the loan was not repaid.
Bureau table: This table is devoted to all client’s previous credits provided by
other financial institutions that were reported to the Credit Bureau (for clients
who have a loan in the provided sample).
And for every loan in the provided sample, there are as many rows as the
number of credits that the client had in the Credit Bureau before the application
date.
Bureau balance table: This table is about the monthly balances of previous
credits in the Credit Bureau. Each row is for a month of every previous credit
reported to the Credit Bureau, and therefore a single previous credit can have
multiple rows, one for each month of the credit length.
POS CASH balance: The monthly data snapshots of previous POS (point of
sales) and cash loans that the customer had with Home Credit. This table has
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one row for each month of a previous credit in the Home Credit (consumer credit
and cash loans) related to loans in our sample, and by default, a single previous
point of sale or cash loan can have many rows.
Credit card balance: It consists of the monthly data about previous credit cards
that the applicant has with Home Credit. This table has one row for each month
of a credit card balance, and a single credit card can have many rows.
Previous application: It contains All previous applications for Home Credit
loans of clients who have loans in the provided sample. Each current loan in
the application data can have multiple previous loans. And each previous
application has one row and is identified by the feature SK_ID_PREV.
Installment payments: It has the Repayment history for the previous credits
at Home Credit related to the loans in the application data. There is one row for
every payment that was made and one plus row each for missed payments. It
can be understood as one row is equivalent to one payment of one installment,
or one installment corresponding to one payment of one previous credit.
3.2.2.2 The diagram of the data set:
The next diagram shows us how the data is related to the files:

Figure 9 The diagram of the structure of the data set (source1 )

Home Credit Group competition in Kaggle platform https://www.kaggle.com/c/homecredit-default-risk
1
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3.2.2.3 The shape of the Dataset Tables
The next is the output of the data frame shape code that gives us an overview
of the number of features and records in each table of this data set:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

application_train data has : 307511 row with 122 feature
application_test data has : 48744 row with 121 feature
previous_application data has : 1670214 row with 37 feature
POS_CASH_balance data has : 10001358 row with 8 feature
bureau data has : 1716428 row with 17 feature
bureau_balance data has : 27299925 row with 3 feature
credit_card_balance data has : 3840312 row with 23 feature
installments_payments data has : 13605401 row with 8 feature

Figure 10 The number of records and features in each table

3.3 Exploratory Data Analysis
The next step in this study is to do some data exploration. Exploratory data
analysis is a task performed by a data scientist to get familiar with the data. All
the initial tasks we do to understand our data well are known as EDA. The
primary purpose of EDA is to examine a dataset without making any
assumptions about what it might contain. By leaving assumptions at the door,
we may be able to recognize patterns and potential causes of observed
behaviors, which allow us to prepare for more advanced statistical modeling, as
it is not always a good idea to feed data into a black box simply.
EDA was originally developed by John Tukey, an American mathematician, in
his book Exploratory Data Analysis (1977). This statistical approach relies on
data visualizations that enable researchers to identify and define patterns and
features characteristics in the dataset. It also takes advantage of several
quantitative methods to describe the data.
The main goal of this analysis is to understand our data, and hence this part is
just exploratory; the search for new information and patterns is, therefore, done
without the application of advanced analytics. All datasets together have more
than 212 variables. Visualizing and analyzing every one of them in this thesis
would not create any value and would make it hard to read. Therefore, only a
small set of variables will be selected and discussed in this thesis. But the
selection of variables is not arbitrary; it’s based on the importance of this
variable related to the target, the percentage of missing values, and on what
looks to be helpful in understanding the data and the business based on
intuition and domain expertise.

3.3.1 Distribution analysis
The distribution analysis objective is to list and show all the possible values (or
intervals) of the data and how often they occur. For example, when
a distribution of categorical data is organized, you may see the number or
percentage of individuals in each group.
3.3.1.1 The distribution of the types of loans
After plotting the types of loans granted by the Home Credit Group, we can
notice that the application_train dataset only contains two types:
The first is cash loans (90.48%); they are typically offered to their customers for
consumer goods or services being subject to local regulatory requirements, and
without specifying the goods or services to be purchased. They are offered to
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Home Credit’s customers with a short repayment regime to help them handle
their immediate credit needs.
The second type is about revolving loans by (9.52%); they are generally used
to provide the client with liquidity for day-to-day actions. They are typically
offered to their existing customers for their purchases of goods or services. A
financial institution will grant a revolving loan when the borrower needs
flexibility in using, repaying, and redrawing the loan amount (credit card as an
example). Another difference is that revolving loans are not repaid in
installments, like cash loans.

Figure 11 The distribution of types of loans

3.3.1.2 The distribution of loan repayment status
The repayment status is the target variable in the application training data set.
A simple view of this variable shows us that the dataset is imbalanced. 8.07%
of the firm costumers have payment difficulties (encoded 1), which means that
the client had a late payment for more than X (a number of days) on at least one
of the first installments of the loan. The low percentage shows that the firm has
already done a great job of minimizing loans with payment difficulties. 91.9% is
for all the other cases, it concludes people with normal payment, but it may also
include people with no repayment at all and maybe other cases.

Figure 12 The distribution of loans repayments status
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3.3.1.3 The distribution of the income of clients
This part of the analysis is devoted to the total income amount. However, before
doing the analysis, it is essential to know that the Home Credit Group is an
international firm operating in more than ten countries. This means that the
firm provides loans with different currencies depending on the area where the
firm is active. Taking that into consideration, the data set will contain values
from different currencies, which is going to affect our analysis. And therefore,
those variables are going to be useless somehow. After going back to the forum
where the data set is hosted, we found that a competition host told people, that
currency has been unified. Going back to our analysis, it is not essential to
know which specific currency is used, as long as it is the same one for every
loan. On the downside, it is hard to understand the real value. We can see from
the plot; the majority of Home Credit Group client has a total income that is less
than 2.5 million. 2

Figure 13 The distribution of the income of clients
3.3.1.4 The distribution of the amount of loans
After understanding the issue of currency and being able to understand the
distribution of total income of clients, we can notice from the next graph that
most loans are concentrated in the first segment that is less than 1 million. This
shows us the behavior of customers toward the amount of credit they apply for
in general.

Figure 14 The distribution of the amount of loans

2

For visualization purposes, the numbers have been expressed using scientific notation.
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3.3.1.5 The distribution of the prices of goods (consumer loans)
After learning about the credit amounts borrowed by the applicants, we can go
now to the case of consumer loans, to look further into the prices of goods in
which clients spend the acquired money of loan.
Looking at the price of goods, we can see that the distribution is similar to the
credit amount feature, but the credit amounts are somehow higher. This is
justified by the option provided to clients to purchase insurance that is included
in the credit amount while it does not appear on the price of goods.

Figure 15 The distribution of the prices of goods
3.3.1.6 The distribution of the income sources of applicants
Although, the analysis of the distribution of the client’s income sources does
not tell us precisely what kind of job the applicant is performing. It can give us
an idea about the nature of the income. The analysis shows us that the largest
segment of the dataset is made by customers who mentioned that they were
working when they applied for a loan, with a percentage of 51.6%. The second
important section is made of commercial associates by 23.3%, followed by
pensioners with 18%. The fourth segment is devoted to state servants. And the
last part has only 0.04%, and it consists of unemployed people, businesspeople,
students, and people on maternity leave.

Figure 16 The distribution of the income sources of applicants
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3.3.1.7 The distribution of the family status of applicants
Looking into the family status of applicants, we can see that 63.9% have the
family status married, which could be explained by the family engagements
such as funding house equipment. The next segment has 14.8%, and it consists
of single or not married applicants, the third position has 9.68% of applicants
with civil marriage, followed by 6.43% of separated applicants and 5.23% of
widow applicant and the rest is for people with unknown status.

Figure 17 The distribution of the family status of applicants
3.3.1.8 The distribution of the education level of applicants
Another potentially important variable to having a look at is the education of
applicants. And as we can conclude from the graph that most costumers have
a level of education that is secondary with a percentage of 71%. Just after it, we
found that people with higher education have a fewer percentage with only
24.3% (could be explained by the high salaries of people with high education),
followed by people with incomplete higher education (3.34%). The other
segments are for people with an education that is lower than secondary school,
or with an academic degree.

Figure 18 The distribution of the education level of applicants
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3.3.2 Exploration in terms of the loan repayment status
The purpose of this part is to understand some essential variables but in
relation to the situation of loans. On which we may construct some assumption
of whom are applicants with payment difficulties.
3.3.2.1 The income sources of applicants
As we can see clearly in the next graph, more than 40% of applicants with status
working have difficulty in repaying. But again, as we do not know exactly what
the income source in this status is, it is difficult to explain the reason behind
this high percentage. For the commercial associate, more than 20% of people
have payment difficulties, followed by pensioners (more than 15%). For the
income source state servants, the percentage is low (around 5%), the stability
of their salaries explains this cloud. For the rest of the income sources, the
situation is unknown.

Figure 19 The income sources of applicants
3.3.2.2 The family status of applicants
The next step is to analyze the repayment status in relation to family status.
And as we can see, more than 55% of married people have difficulties in
repaying, again this could be explained by family engagement (children
expenses). For single applicants, the percentage is low around 13%, followed by
people in Civil marriage with less than 10%, applicants with separated status
have 6 or 7%, and applicants with widow status have around 5%. For people
with unknown family status, the situation of the loan is not clear.

Figure 20 The family status of applicants
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3.3.2.3 The education level of applicants
The analysis of the education level in relation to the status of the loan (repaid
or not) shows us a higher percentage of more than 65% of applicants with only
secondary or secondary special schools. This could be explained by the fact that
people with low education have lower income in, therefore, high payment
difficulties. People with higher education also have payment difficulties, but the
percentage remains low in general with less than 25%. For people with
incomplete higher education, the level is lower with less than 5%, less for lower
secondary (less than 2%). And finally, the percentage of applicants with an
academic degree is unknown.

Figure 21 The education level of applicants

3.3.3 Exploration of previous application data
3.3.3.1 Contract product type in the previous application
The following analysis will be devoted to the exploration of the previous
application data. Old loans could influence the current loans or even explain
them. As always, the present is built on past experiences. This data set has
three types of loans (2 of them only have been seen in the current application
dataset):
x

x
x

x

Cash loans: with a percentage of 44.8%, in this type of loan, the client
will get a sum of cash. And this amount of money can be spent the way
the applicant wants, and he or she needs to repay it on a monthly
interval.
Consumer loans (POS): known as the point of sale loans, and it has
43,7% of the data set. In this type, the applicant gets a credit amount to
buy goods and needs to be repaid on a monthly base.
Revolving loans (credit cards in general): it has around 11.6%, this loan,
in general, is given in case of low liquidity, where the applicant gets a
credit limit that can spend, withdraw, or redraw the way he or she like
until the arrangement expires. In general, at the end of the month, Home
credit will tell the client the minimum payment he or she has to do.
XNA refers to the X information is not available, which means that the
last segment of 0.02% is for NaN values.
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Figure 22 Contract product type in the previous application
3.3.3.2 The contract status (approved or not) in previous applications
Another exciting feature in the data set is the status of the previous
applications. And as we can see in the graph, there is one of four situations for
each previous application:
x
x
x
x

Approved with a percentage of 62.1%, means that the Home Credit has
accepted this loan.
Canceled, it has a percentage of 18.9% of the data set; it means that the
loan has been canceled either by Home Credit or the client.
Refused, this status has a percentage of 17.4%. It means that Home
Credit did not approve this loan to the borrower.
Unused Offer, this last status has a percentage of only 1.58%. And it
means that the loan has been approved, but the applicant has not yet
used it, it’s somehow suspended or pending.

Figure 23 The contract status in previous applications
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3.3.3.3 The reason for rejecting previous applications
The reasons for rejecting previous loans have been encoded, which makes it
difficult to understand. However, we can understand that distribution and have
a general view of the previous application. As the figure shows, more than 1.3
million loans have XAP symbols that mean not applicable, which may mean that
this label may contain accepted loans. Around two hundred thousand loans
have been rejected for HC (symbol) reason, picking other reasons for rejecting
previous applications remains low in general.

Figure 24 The reason for rejecting previous applications
3.3.3.4 The client’s status when applied in previous applications
The analysis of the situation of the clients when they applied for loans in the
previous application, shows that 73.7% of applicants are repeaters. This means
that the company has a good policy in convincing clients to retake loans, and
customers are somehow satisfied. While 18% of the client are new applicants,
followed by 8.12% for refreshed applicants. The XNA refers again to not available
with a percentage of 0.11%.

Figure 25 The client’s status when applied in previous applications
3.3.3.5 Channels used by clients to get loans in previous applications
Now that we have some knowledge about the clients of Home Credit and their
loans, we can go furthermore and analyze through which channels they were
able to get their loans. Home Credit has different channels that the client can
use to get a loan from which mention credit and cash offices, Countrywide
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shops, Stone, Regional or local offices, contact centers, and even car dealers.
And as we can see in the graph, the majority of clients go through credit and
cash offices and countrywide Shops.

Figure 26 loans channels in previous applications

3.4 Data preprocessing
Now that we have got some more understanding of the data, it is time to go
furthermore and do the next step (the data preparation step) of this data project.
In this data preparation phase, a number of preprocessing actions have been
applied to each table in our dataset, and into the merged data after that, a few
key activities in this phase are:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Features selection
Features creation
Data transformation
Data integration
Data cleaning
Data splitting
Random sampling

This final form of the data will eventually be fed into the neural network in the
final phase.

3.4.1 Features selection
Data is generally represented using many variables in most of the learning
problems; however, not all those variables have an impact on the target variable.
And since it is difficult to detect irrelevant features at the beginning, most of the
variables are introduced to the model. And it is the model who is going to choose
the best features by learning. But we must not forget that there is a
consequence, the irrelevant features are going to affect the performance of the
model in terms of speed and accuracy.
The main goal of feature selection is to effectively reduce the dimensionality of
the representation fed into machine learning models. A lot of techniques have
been used to find data representation with low dimensions (for example,
Random Forest). But in the last years, deep learning architectures have shown
a great performance without any explicit feature selection. For illustration,
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convolutional neural nets have proven great performance regarding image
recognition.
The selection in our project was manual, and the main reason behind our
decision to make feature selection is handling some of the categorical variables
(e.g., the application data set only has 16 categorical variables). And as deep
learning models, like those in Keras, require all input and output variables to
be numeric. It was difficult to deal with some of them because they have a huge
list of unique labels.
A simple selection of unique values from - ORGANIZATION_TYPE - feature in
the Application table gives us this list of 58 labels:
'Business Entity Type 3', 'School', 'Government', 'Religion', 'Other',
'XNA', 'Electricity', 'Medicine', 'Business Entity Type 2', 'Self-employed',
'Transport: type 2','Construction', 'Housing', 'Kindergarten', 'Trade: type
7','Industry: type 11', 'Military', 'Services', 'Security Ministries',
'Transport: type 4', 'Industry: type 1', 'Emergency', 'Security', 'Trade:
type 2', 'University', 'Transport: type 3', 'Police', 'Business Entity Type
1', 'Postal', 'Industry: type 4','Agriculture', 'Restaurant', 'Culture',
'Hotel', 'Industry: type 7', 'Trade: type 3', 'Industry: type 3', 'Bank',
'Industry: type 9', 'Insurance', 'Trade: type 6','Industry: type 2',
'Transport: type 1', 'Industry: type 12','Mobile', 'Trade: type 1',
'Industry: type 5', 'Industry: type 10','Legal Services', 'Advertising',
'Trade: type 5', 'Cleaning', 'Industry: type 13', 'Trade: type 4',
'Telecom', 'Industry: type 8', 'Realtor', 'Industry

An example of filtered categorical features is the following:
'NAME_TYPE_SUITE'
'NAME_INCOME_TYPE'
'NAME_EDUCATION_TYPE'
'NAME_FAMILY_STATUS'
'NAME_HOUSING_TYPE'
'OCCUPATION_TYPE'
'WEEKDAY_APPR_PROCESS_START'
'ORGANIZATION_TYPE'
'FONDKAPREMONT_MODE'

3.4.2 Features Creation
Features creation or engineering is about transforming training data and
augmenting it with additional features to make algorithms more effective, which
makes it a key — and time-consuming activity in the process of machine
learning. However, when it comes to deep learning, those activities are not of
great importance as a deep neural network has proven great ability to perform
better even with the use of raw data. But this does not mean that feature
engineering is totally irrelevant when one uses deep learning.
In fact, some of the new features that are engineered could potentially provide
us with some new valuable information about the clients and hopefully will help
the model to predict more accurate values for the target variables.
An example of features we have created from the application dataset:
o

The proportion of the credit in relation to the total income of the
applicants:
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_

=
o

_

_

_

_
_

The proportion of the credit amount in relation to the price of goods:
_
_

_

The average of external sources:

_
o

_
_

=

=
o

_

The total income per each family member:
_

o

_

_

_

=

+

_

_

+

_

_

The total income per child:
_

_

=

_

_
_

3.4.3 Data transformations
3.4.3.1 Dealing with categorical variables
Since Keras algorithms cannot handle qualitative categorical variables, we need
to convert them to quantitative data to be able to feed them to our neural
network model. The process of converting categorical data to quantitative data
is called encoding, and it involves two types of encoding:
x

Integer Encoding:

Where for each unique category value, an integer value is assigned. For example,
“yellow” is 1, “green” is 2, and “red” is 3. This is called a label encoding or an
integer encoding and is easily reversible. The integer values have a natural
ordered relationship between each other, and learning algorithms may be able
to understand and harness this relationship.
x

One-Hot Encoding:

In the case of categorical features where no such ordinal relationship exists, the
integer encoding is not a good choice. In fact, using this type of encoding will
allow the model to assume a natural ordering between categories, which may
result in poor performance or unexpected results. To avoid this problem, a onehot encoding can be used. It involves representing each categorical variable with
a binary vector that has one element for each unique label and marking the
class label with a one and all other elements 0. In our data project, we used a
one-hot encoding approach to avoid the problem of assuming natural order
between categories. Next is an example of how one-hot encoding is done in this
case study.
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Original data

Data after encoding

Figure 27 A sample of the result of one-hot encoding
3.4.3.2 Dealing with numerical variables
x

Aggregation:

The aggregation term refers to combining two or more attributes (or objects) into
a single attribute (or object). The objective of aggregation is to reduce the
number of objects or attributes. Aggregating our data was specified for each
table since there are multiple loans for each applicant’s ID. For example, in the
Bureau and Bureau balance data we have for each loan ID (e.g., SK_ID_CURR)
subset of rows, each row is an old loan that is related to the current one by an
ID (e.g., SK_ID_BUREAU). The aggregation of numeric variables was made to
analyze the average, sum, maximum and minimum values for the loans of each
specific client ID. By using these aggregations, new columns will be created, as
shown in the figure.
Before Aggregation

After Aggregation

Figure 28 A simple from the result of the Aggregation operation
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x

Log and square root transformation

As we have seen in the exploration part some of our features are characterized
by "bursts," as an example, the feature (credit amount) is well grouped in low
values, but some portions of it have relatively larger values. The best way to fix
this is to perform a log-transformation or square-root-transformation, with the
intent to reduce the skewness. The reason behind such transformation
techniques can be explained in such a way; if the credit amount feature is
skewed, the model will be trained too much on low credit amounts and will be
less likely to predict the risk of loans with high amounts successfully. But
strictly speaking, quality transformations are not necessary. Our model could
still run without them. But using these techniques may enable the model to give
better results and improve its speed.
x

Normalization (Min-Max-Scaler)

Normalization is the act of transforming numeric data to the same scale as other
numeric data. Normalization is necessary when having very different values
within the same data. Normalizing can make algorithms to train faster and avoid
saturation. In ANN weights are initialized to small random values. Feeding the
raw values of the input vector having a large range of values into the ANN model
will not work very well for weight update. We used Min-Max-Scaler to normalize
our data. In this type of normalization, for each value in a feature, the Min-Max
scaler subtracts the minimum value in the feature and then divides by the
range. The range is the difference between the original maximum and the
original minimum. The Min-Max scaler preserves the shape of the original
distribution. And It doesn’t meaningfully change the information embedded in
the original data. Neither it reduces the importance of outliers. The default range
for the feature returned by the Min-Max scaler is 0 to 1.

3.4.4 Data integration
So far, we have made sure to make transformations. Now, the next step is to
combine data from different sources to get a unified structure with more
meaningful and valuable information. Data integration is the process of
combining data from various sources into a single, unified view. This is mostly
used if the data is separated into different sources. The application train and
test have the same information about current applications, so we merge them.
The previous application data set has information about old loans that are
connected to current loans, and all the other data set is also related to the main
data (application data set). So, if we want to feed this data to the neural network
model, we need to get all the data in one commonplace. We merged the multiple
pandas Data Frames using the merge function.

3.4.5 Data cleaning
This process consists of detecting and correcting (or removing) corrupt or
inaccurate records from a table or database. After cleaning, a data set should
be consistent with other similar data in the data set. The inconsistencies
detected or removed may have been initially caused by user entry errors by
corruption in transmission or storage. In our data, we had to deal with two
problems, infinity values and missing values.
x

Infinity Values

As not all algorithms can deal with infinity values, in the same way, it is
essential to take this into account when building the model. The first step in
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our process of cleaning data is dealing with infinity values. The process of
correcting infinity is quite simple; we just convert the infinity values to missing
ones (NaNs) so that we correct them in the next step.
x

Missing values

Dropping columns with many missing values may impact the accuracy of the
model, removing rows with missing values could do the same, as the data set
will be too small. To avoid those kinds of problems we just decided to replace
them by 0. It’s not the best solution as there are other ways to do it like replacing
them by the mean or even build a predictor that can predict their values, but
we decided to limit our cleaning process to this simple way and maybe do it in
future works.

3.4.6 Data splitting
Data splitting is about partitioning available data into two portions; usually, one
for training and the other is for test purposes. The first portion of the data is
used to develop a predictive model, and the other to evaluate the model's
performance. But we decided to split our data into three portions one for
training, the second to evaluate our model and adjust the parameters, and the
third to do the final test. A simple way to split the data set is using the Sklearn
library (the train_test_split function). The result was three data sets:
x
x
x

Training Dataset: is the sample of data that we used to fit the model (the
weights and biases since we are working on Neural Networks); the model
will learn from this data.
Validation Dataset: is the sample of data used to evaluate the model.
We use this data to fine-tune the model hyperparameters. We can say
that the validation set in a way affects a model, but indirectly.
Test Dataset: The Test dataset provides the gold standard used to
evaluate the model. It is only used once a model is completely trained
(using the train and validation sets). Many times, the validation set is
used as the test set, but it is not good practice.

3.4.7 Random sampling
This project made us in front of an imbalanced data set where there is a severe
skew in the class distribution (91,93% of the 0 class and 8.07% of the 1 class),
which the data composed of a minority class and majority class.
This bias in the training dataset can influence the learning algorithm, leading
to ignoring the minority class entirely. This is a problem as it is typically the
minority class on which predictions are most important.
The two main approaches to randomly resampling an imbalanced dataset, the
first is to delete examples from the majority class, called under-sampling, and
the second is to duplicate examples from the minority class, called oversampling.
In this specific case study, the Random-over-sampling module from the Sklearn
package is used to adapt the distribution of the classes. We chose to do the
over-sampling rather than the under-sampling so that we can avoid losing data
since data is a key element of training neural networks.

3.5 Deep Neural network modeling
Implementing a deep neural network (DNN) requires solid construction of the
network. Constructing the network includes three main steps:
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1) defining the architecture of the neural network and its input and output.
2) training the network using the training sets to simulate the targeted problem
or task.
3) testing the network performance before considering it for final use.

3.5.1 Constructing the neural network
After being able to prepare the data that we have gone feed to the model, it’s the
time to construct our neural network model in this modeling phase. Various
modeling techniques are selected and applied, and their parameters are
adjusted to the optimal values. The aim is to use all the provided data and
information gained in the previous steps with the best way possible to create a
model that can meet the business problem. In this case study, the model will
have to be able to predict whether a specific new applicant will face any payment
difficulties.
3.5.1.1 The architecture of the neural network model.
There are many types of DNNs that are used in various system predictions (MLP,
CNN, RNN). Thus, this research also analyzes and refers to the best candidate
network to solve our prediction problem, The Multilayer perceptron (MLP). The
MLP model is the best choice when it comes to modeling business problems.
The other types are proven performance on other types of problems like image
recognition, and speech recognition.
The right neural network model is often selected by developing and comparing
numerous possibilities and keeping only the best ones. After the model is
selected, it should be instanced using particular parameters (the number of
inputs, outputs, and hidden layers).
x

x

x

x

The number of input neurons. There is no rule on how to choose. We
use trial and error until we get what we expect, even it is difficult and
time consuming. In the end, we get to find our optimal number of input
neurons that is 64.
The number of hidden layers. In most cases, one or two, or even three
hidden layers proved to be enough, and increasing the number of those
layers also increases the danger of overfitting. The number of hidden
layers can’t be predicted easily, and training of networks with a different
number of hidden layers and do comparison was required. At the end of
our iteration, we opt for three hidden layers as an optimized number
solution.
The number of neurons. There are no clear rules of how we get to select
the right number of hidden neurons. But we keep in our mind always
that too big number is demanding on resources, and a too-small number
may not reflect all the variety of the input data. Finally, we preferred to
keep the network that performs well on the testing set, and we fixed the
number of hiding neurons to 56 neurons distributed on three hidden
layers; each layer has half the number of the previous layer.
The number of output neurons. The number of output neurons always
depends on the problem; in multiclass problems, it could be multiple
neurons. However, in our case, we are in front of binary classification
(the client has difficulty in repaying the loan or not) problem; therefore,
we used one output neuron.
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In neural networks, many variations of structures are available, selecting the
appropriate form and associated parameters, can be more of an art than a
science.

Figure 29 The architecture of our neural network model
The figure shows the architecture of our neural network model. We used a layer
of type Dense, and it’s a regular deeply connected neural network layer. It is one
of the most common and frequently used layers. The dense layer does the below
operation on the input and returns the output.
Equation 6 The output of a neuron
=

(

(

,

)+

)

where,
x
x
x

x

Input represents the input data
Kernel represents the weight data
The dot represents a scalar product, which is an algebraic operation that
takes two equal-length sequences of numbers and returns a single
number, the operation applies a scalar product of all input and its
corresponding weights.
Bias represents a biased value that is used to optimize the model.

The input layer has 64 neurons, each one of the hiding layers has a number of
neurons that is equal to the half of the previous layer, which gives us the shape
of a pyramid. At the end of each hidden layer, we add a batch normalization,
which is a technique for improving the speed, performance, and stability of the
artificial neural network. The output layer has one neuron that feds the values
to the program.
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3.5.1.2 The neural network model parameters
For a given neural network, the inputs are multiplied by the weights in a neuron
and summed together. This value is then transformed via an activation function.
We used two types of activation functions.
x

The first type is the ReLU, and we use it for input and hiding layers. The
ReLU stands for a rectified linear unit, and it’s an activation function that
can overcome the vanishing gradient problem, allowing models to learn
faster and perform better. It’s the most commonly used activation
function in multilayer neural networks. Mathematically, it is defined as
y = max (0, x). we opted to use this function in the input and the hidden
layer because it considered a non-saturated function. Which means that
( ) = ∞.
the limit of the function tends to the infinity

x

The seconds function that we used is the sigmoid, also called the logistic
activation function. The sigmoid function is a traditional non leaner
function. Nonlinear activation functions are preferred as they allow the
neurons to learn more complex structures in the data. The input to the
function is transformed into a value between 0 and 1. This function will
work great for us because it will allow us to get a value that is saturated
between [ 0 and 1], which corresponds to the probability of default.

→

The next is the code related to constructing our neural network, it is written in
python in the form of a Jupyter notebook. For the full code, please refer to my
GitHub link in the introduction.
from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.layers import Dense, BatchNormalization
from keras import optimizers
from sklearn import metrics
print('construction of ANN model ')
ann = Sequential()
ann.add(Dense(64, input_dim=X_train_resampled.shape[1], activation='relu'))
ann.add(Dense(32, activation='relu'))
ann.add(BatchNormalization())
ann.add(Dense(16, activation='relu'))
ann.add(BatchNormalization())
ann.add(Dense(8, activation='relu'))
ann.add(BatchNormalization())
ann.add(Dense(1, activation='sigmoid'))
learning_rate=0.01
opt = optimizers.Adam(learning_rate = learning_rate)
ann.compile(loss='binary_crossentropy',optimizer=opt,metrics=['accuracy'])
ann.summary()

Figure 30 The code snippet related to the construction of the NN model
We used Adam as an optimizer in our model. Adam is an adaptive learning rate
optimization algorithm that’s been designed specifically for training deep neural
networks. The algorithm shows a huge performance gain in terms of speed of
training. We tried different learning rates starting with a small number and
increasing it. At the end of the optimal learning rate, we could get 0.01. for the
loss function, it was obvious that we are gone use the binary cross-entropy,
the reason behind this is the nature of our problem, where we deal with a binary
classification problem with one class and two labels (loan can be paid or not).
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3.5.2 Training the neural network
Training is the process in which a neural network is adapted to make
predictions from data. The training process is the most challenging part of
network construction. In general, the training process starts with collecting the
training cases in two large matrices. One matrix has the inputs, and the other
the outputs. Then, the network parameters are set up. Finally, the network is
created and trained to predict the output that corresponds to the input. The
next graph presents a summary of our neural network model.

Figure 31 The summary of the neural network model
As we can see in the summary, the total number of parameters is 19 361, with
19 249 trainable parameters and 112 as non-trainable. The platform that we
used in our work is the Google Colaboratory platform. It has a Tesla K80 GPU,
with 12GB GDDR5 VRAM, and 12.6 GB Available ram. It was not enough for
training the model for a higher number of epochs. The number of epochs is the
number of iterations of a training algorithm. The maximum number of epochs
we were able to run is only 200 before the session crash. And because the result
didn’t know a big difference even with 200 epochs, we decided to keep it on a
lower number (10 epochs). We choose to use a smaller batch size of only 32
because a smaller mini-batch size (not too small) leads to a higher accuracy
overall. The next is the snippet of code that is related to fit our model.
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from time import time
num_epochs=10
batch_size=32
#training
print('starting training of ANN model')
start = time()
history = ann.fit(X_train_resampled,
y_train_resampled,
epochs=num_epochs,
batch_size=batch_size,
validation_data=(X_val,y_val),
shuffle=True,
verbose=1)
loss, acc = ann.evaluate(X_val, y_val, verbose=1)
end = time()
print('ANN took ' + str(end - start) + ' seconds')
print('Test loss: ' + str(loss) + ' - Accuracy: ' + str(acc))

Figure 32 The code snippet related to training the NN model

3.5.3 Evaluating and testing the neural network performance
This is the last part of our modeling phase. This part is related to the evaluation
and testing of the deep neural network model. The figure below presents the
confusion matrix of our model. The confusion matrix, also known as the error
matrix, is a performance measurement for classification problems. It is a table
with four different combinations of predicted and actual values. It is extremely
useful for measuring Accuracy and, most importantly, AUC-ROC Curve.

Figure 33 The confusion matrix of the NN model
We can observe from the matrix that the distribution of the model predictions
with the ground truth and as the table shows:
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x
x
x
x

True Positive (TP), which is the intersection of the predicted label one and
the true label 1, means that the model was able to predict 816 borrowers
that have difficulty in repaying the loan, and the prediction was true.
True Negative (TN), the intersection of the predicted label 0 and the true
label 0). It means that the model was able to predict 26144 of borrowers
with no difficulty in repaying the loan, and the prediction was true.
False Positive (FP) (intersection of the predicted label one and the true
label 0) means that the model predicted 2125 of borrowers with difficulty
in repaying the loan, and the prediction was unfortunately False.
False Negative (FN) intersection of the predicted label 0 and true label 1
means that the model predicted 1667 of borrowers with no difficulty in
repaying the loan, and the prediction was unfortunately False.

The training of the model toke 4 minutes and 8 seconds to get a validation
accuracy of 87.70% and a validation loss of 33.07. The accuracy measures how
many observations, both positive and negative, were correctly classified. It uses
the next function.
Equation 7 The overall Accuracy formula

=

+
+

+

+

However, this metric is not valuable in our model performance evaluation. The
reason is the fact that we are in front of the evaluation of an imbalanced problem
(the total number of loans without payment difficulty is much higher than loans
with difficulty in repaying). And it is easy to get a high accuracy score by simply
classifying all observations as the majority label.
The next metric we used to evaluate our model is the area under the ROC curve.
A ROC curve (receiver operating characteristic curve) is a graph showing the
performance of a classification model at all classification thresholds. This curve
plots two parameters.
The True Positive Rate:
Equation 8 The True Positive Rate

=

+

And the False Positive Rate
Equation 9 The False Positive Rate

=

+

A ROC curve plots TPR vs. FPR at different classification thresholds. Lowering
the classification threshold classifies more items as positive, thus increasing
both False Positives and True Positives. The following figure shows the ROC
curve of our model.
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Figure 34 The Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (ROC)
As we can see from the plot, the AUC is the area under the blue curve. For a
binary classification problem, the AUC graph of true positive vs. false positive
gives information about how the classifier is compared to random guesses. If
the classifier is good, the AUC will be close to 1. The AUC is a better measure
when measuring a classifier performance than accuracy because it does not
bias on size of the test. Accuracy is always biased on the size of the test data.
In our case, we got an AUC of 0.76, which is not perfect, but it can be accepted
as a fair result.
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4 Results and conclusions
The purpose of this master thesis is to provide a ground and a base for more
studies in terms of the interaction between data science and the FinTech field.
It tries to show the reader how data science techniques are used for the profit
of FinTech. And this is done by presenting a case of a study where a deep
learning model is used to predict the ability of borrowers to repay their loans.
To guide the reader through this prediction process, a clear explanation of all
the steps tells arriving at the final result is done. In addition to that, the practical
side of this story is supported by the theory behind it by explaining important
concepts and their historical context. To be able to give a practical approach as
well as the theory behind it, we add some literature findings to the practical
matters in the development of this case study. The most important data science
project steps are followed to bring this case study to a successful conclusion.
With this process as a foundation, the business and the data are explained,
explored, and prepared. Afterward, deep learning modeling techniques are used,
explained, and evaluated.
Deep learning models can be of service for any FinTech firm. If Fintech firms
can make accurate predictions of applicants’ capabilities, they can act upon this
information. The whole application process becomes more efficient as they
waste no time on doubtful and bad applicants. In addition to that, both the
FinTech firms and the applicant take less risk. Good management of credit risk
will be beneficial for all contract parts of the loan contract if we remember the
causes and consequences of the 2008 financial crisis.
In addition to providing practical insights, this thesis succeeded in creating a
model and a feature insight report supported by the different stages of this data
project. We constructed a deep neural network model for this case study, and
we tried to tune its parameters to get an optimized model that can predict the
credit default risk. The model was able to achieve an accepted AUC of 0.76,
which is good when we compare it to the competition-winning submission that
scored 0.80. However, the winning submission used a different algorithm, which
makes it an unjust comparison.
Another goal of this master thesis is to show the importance of the data
preparation and modeling phase. We used all the seven provided datasets by
Home Credit in this case study, and that made the data understanding and
preparation stage much more complicated. It also resulted in too much data for
our computer to handle. After all the cleaning, the addition of new features, and
optimizing the neural network parameters, we managed to get this fair score,
but even with that, there is still a long way to go. The quality of this thesis could
be improved if there was more information available about some variables, such
as the EXT_SOURCE variables. Having more information about these and other
sometimes vaguely described features would have helped in the data
understanding and preparation stage.
Although it was not possible to come close to the competition-winning score of
0.80, we did manage to get a score of 0.76, which puts us in a good position.
The thing that will encourage us to apply other models and try other data
science techniques to solve a lot of problems in the financial field.
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6 Annexes
6.1 Data set Columns description:
Table

Row

Description

application

SK_ID_CURR

The ID of the loan in our sample

application

TARGET

Target variable (1 - client with payment difficulties: he/she
had late payment more than X days on at least one of the
first Y installments of the loan in our sample, 0 - all other
cases)

application

NAME_CONTRACT_TYPE

Identification of the loan is cash or revolving

application

CODE_GENDER

Gender of the client

application

FLAG_OWN_CAR

Flag if the client owns a car

application

FLAG_OWN_REALTY

Flag if the client owns a house or flat

application

CNT_CHILDREN

Number of children the client has

application

AMT_INCOME_TOTAL

The income of the client

application

AMT_CREDIT

Credit amount of the loan

application

AMT_ANNUITY

Loan annuity

application

AMT_GOODS_PRICE

For consumer loans, it is the price of the goods for which
the loan is given

application

NAME_TYPE_SUITE

Who was accompanying client when he was applying for the
loan

application

NAME_INCOME_TYPE

Client's income type (businessman, working, maternity
leave, …)

application

NAME_EDUCATION_TYPE

Level of highest education the client achieved

application

NAME_FAMILY_STATUS

Family status of the client

application

NAME_HOUSING_TYPE

What is the housing situation of the client (renting, living
with parents, ...)

application

REGION_POPULATION_REL
ATIVE

The normalized population of the region where the client
lives (higher number means the client lives in the more
populated region)

application

DAYS_BIRTH

Client's age in days at the time of application

application

DAYS_EMPLOYED

How many days before the application the person started
current employment

application

DAYS_REGISTRATION

How many days before the application did the client change
his registration

application

DAYS_ID_PUBLISH

How many days before the application did the client change
the identity document with which he applied for the loan

application

OWN_CAR_AGE

Age of client's car

application

FLAG_MOBIL

Did client provide mobile phone (1=YES, 0=NO)

application

FLAG_EMP_PHONE

Did client provide work phone (1=YES, 0=NO)

application

FLAG_WORK_PHONE

Did client provide home phone (1=YES, 0=NO)

application

FLAG_CONT_MOBILE

Was mobile phone reachable (1=YES, 0=NO)

application

FLAG_PHONE

Did client provide home phone (1=YES, 0=NO)

application

FLAG_EMAIL

Did client provide email (1=YES, 0=NO)
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application

OCCUPATION_TYPE

What kind of occupation does the client have

application

CNT_FAM_MEMBERS

How many family members does the client have

application

REGION_RATING_CLIENT

Our rating of the region where the client lives (1,2,3)

application

REGION_RATING_CLIENT_
W_CITY

Our rating of the region where the client lives with taking
the city into account (1,2,3)

application

WEEKDAY_APPR_PROCESS
_START

On which day of the week did the client apply for the loan

application

HOUR_APPR_PROCESS_ST
ART

Approximately at what hour did the client apply for the loan

application

REG_REGION_NOT_LIVE_R
EGION

Flag if the client's permanent address does not match
contact address (1=different, 0=same, at region level)

application

REG_REGION_NOT_WORK_
REGION

Flag if the client's permanent address does not match work
address (1=different, 0=same, at region level)

application

LIVE_REGION_NOT_WORK
_REGION

Flag if the client's contact address does not match work
address (1=different, 0=same, at region level)

application

REG_CITY_NOT_LIVE_CITY

Flag if the client's permanent address does not match
contact address (1=different, 0=same, at city level)

application

REG_CITY_NOT_WORK_CIT
Y

Flag if the client's permanent address does not match work
address (1=different, 0=same, at city level)

application

LIVE_CITY_NOT_WORK_CIT
Y

Flag if the client's contact address does not match work
address (1=different, 0=same, at city level)

application

ORGANIZATION_TYPE

Type of organization where the client works

application

EXT_SOURCE_1

Normalized score from the external data source

application

EXT_SOURCE_2

Normalized score from the external data source

application

EXT_SOURCE_3

Normalized score from the external data source

application

APARTMENTS_AVG

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

BASEMENTAREA_AVG

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

YEARS_BEGINEXPLUATATI
ON_AVG

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

YEARS_BUILD_AVG

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

COMMONAREA_AVG

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

ELEVATORS_AVG

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

ENTRANCES_AVG

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
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area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors
application

FLOORSMAX_AVG

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

FLOORSMIN_AVG

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

LANDAREA_AVG

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

LIVINGAPARTMENTS_AVG

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

LIVINGAREA_AVG

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

NONLIVINGAPARTMENTS_
AVG

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

NONLIVINGAREA_AVG

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

APARTMENTS_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

BASEMENTAREA_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

YEARS_BEGINEXPLUATATI
ON_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

YEARS_BUILD_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

COMMONAREA_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

ELEVATORS_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
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area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors
application

ENTRANCES_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

FLOORSMAX_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

FLOORSMIN_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

LANDAREA_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

LIVINGAPARTMENTS_MOD
E

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

LIVINGAREA_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

NONLIVINGAPARTMENTS_
MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

NONLIVINGAREA_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

APARTMENTS_MEDI

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

BASEMENTAREA_MEDI

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

YEARS_BEGINEXPLUATATI
ON_MEDI

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

YEARS_BUILD_MEDI

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

COMMONAREA_MEDI

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
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area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors
application

ELEVATORS_MEDI

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

ENTRANCES_MEDI

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

FLOORSMAX_MEDI

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

FLOORSMIN_MEDI

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

LANDAREA_MEDI

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

LIVINGAPARTMENTS_MEDI

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

LIVINGAREA_MEDI

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

NONLIVINGAPARTMENTS_
MEDI

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

NONLIVINGAREA_MEDI

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

FONDKAPREMONT_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

HOUSETYPE_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

TOTALAREA_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

WALLSMATERIAL_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
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area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors
application

EMERGENCYSTATE_MODE

Normalized information about building where the client
lives, What is average (_AVG suffix), modus (_MODE suffix),
median (_MEDI suffix) apartment size, common area, living
area, age of the building, number of elevators, number of
entrances, state of the building, number of floors

application

OBS_30_CNT_SOCIAL_CIR
CLE

How many observation of client's social surroundings with
observable 30 DPD (days past due) default

application

DEF_30_CNT_SOCIAL_CIR
CLE

How many observation of client's social surroundings
defaulted on 30 DPD (days past due)

application

OBS_60_CNT_SOCIAL_CIR
CLE

How many observation of client's social surroundings with
observable 60 DPD (days past due) default

application

DEF_60_CNT_SOCIAL_CIR
CLE

How many observation of client's social surroundings
defaulted on 60 (days past due) DPD

application

DAYS_LAST_PHONE_CHAN
GE

How many days before application did client change phone

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_2

Did the client provide document 2

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_3

Did the client provide document 3

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_4

Did the client provide document 4

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_5

Did the client provide document 5

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_6

Did the client provide document 6

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_7

Did the client provide document 7

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_8

Did the client provide document 8

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_9

Did the client provide document 9

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_10

Did the client provide document 10

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_11

Did the client provide document 11

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_12

Did the client provide document 12

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_13

Did the client provide document 13

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_14

Did the client provide document 14

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_15

Did the client provide document 15

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_16

Did the client provide document 16

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_17

Did the client provide document 17

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_18

Did the client provide document 18

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_19

Did the client provide document 19

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_20

Did the client provide document 20

application

FLAG_DOCUMENT_21

Did the client provide document 21

application

AMT_REQ_CREDIT_BUREA
U_HOUR

Number of inquiries to Credit Bureau about the client one
hour before application

application

AMT_REQ_CREDIT_BUREA
U_DAY

Number of inquiries to Credit Bureau about the client one
day before application (excluding one hour before
application)

application

AMT_REQ_CREDIT_BUREA
U_WEEK

Number of inquiries to Credit Bureau about the client one
week before application (excluding one day before
application)

application

AMT_REQ_CREDIT_BUREA
U_MON

Number of inquiries to Credit Bureau about the client one
month before application (excluding one week before
application)

application

AMT_REQ_CREDIT_BUREA
U_QRT

Number of inquiries to Credit Bureau about the client three
months before application (excluding one month before
application)
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application

AMT_REQ_CREDIT_BUREA
U_YEAR

Number of inquiries to Credit Bureau about the client one
day year (excluding last three months before application)

bureau

SK_ID_CURR

The ID of the loan in our sample - one loan in our sample
can have 0,1,2 or more related previous credits in credit
bureau

bureau

SK_BUREAU_ID

The recoded ID of previous Credit Bureau credit related to
our loan (unique coding for each loan application)

bureau

CREDIT_ACTIVE

Status of the Credit Bureau (CB) reported credits

bureau

CREDIT_CURRENCY

The recoded currency of the Credit Bureau credit

bureau

DAYS_CREDIT

How many days before current application did client apply
for Credit Bureau credit

bureau

CREDIT_DAY_OVERDUE

Number of days past due on CB credit at the time of
application for the related loan in our sample

bureau

DAYS_CREDIT_ENDDATE

The remaining duration of CB credit (in days) at the time of
application in Home Credit

bureau

DAYS_ENDDATE_FACT

Days since CB credit ended at the time of application in
Home Credit (only for closed credit)

bureau

AMT_CREDIT_MAX_OVERD
UE

Maximal amount overdue on the Credit Bureau credit so far
(at application date of loan in our sample)

bureau

CNT_CREDIT_PROLONG

How many times was the Credit Bureau credit prolonged

bureau

AMT_CREDIT_SUM

The current credit amount for the Credit Bureau credit

bureau

AMT_CREDIT_SUM_DEBT

Current debt on Credit Bureau credit

bureau

AMT_CREDIT_SUM_LIMIT

Current credit limit of a credit card reported in Credit
Bureau

bureau

AMT_CREDIT_SUM_OVERD
UE

Current amount overdue on Credit Bureau credit

bureau

CREDIT_TYPE

Type of Credit Bureau credit (Car, cash,...)

bureau

DAYS_CREDIT_UPDATE

How many days before loan application did last information
about the Credit Bureau credit come

bureau

AMT_ANNUITY

Annuity of the Credit Bureau credit

bureau
balance

SK_BUREAU_ID

The recoded ID of Credit Bureau credit (unique coding for
each application) - use this to join to CREDIT_BUREAU
table

bureau
balance

MONTHS_BALANCE

The month of balance relative to the application date (-1
means the freshest balance date)

bureau
balance

STATUS

Status of Credit Bureau loan during the month (active,
closed, DPD0-30,… [C means closed, X means status
unknown, 0 means no DPD, one means maximal did during
the month between 1-30, 2 means DPD 31-60,… 5 means
DPD 120+ or sold or written off ] )

POS CASH
balance

SK_ID_PREV

The ID of previous credit in Home Credit related to loans in
our sample. (One loan in our sample can have 0,1,2 or more
previous loans in Home Credit)

POS CASH
balance

SK_ID_CURR

The ID of the loan in our sample

POS CASH
balance

MONTHS_BALANCE

The month of balance relative to the application date (-1
means the information to the freshest monthly snapshot, 0
means the information at application - often it will be the
same as -1 as many banks are not updating the information
to Credit Bureau regularly )

POS CASH
balance

CNT_INSTALMENT

Term of previous credit (can change over time)

POS CASH
balance

CNT_INSTALMENT_FUTUR
E

Installments left to pay on the previous credit
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POS CASH
balance

NAME_CONTRACT_STATUS

Contract status during the month

POS CASH
balance

SK_DPD

DPD (days past due) during the month of previous credit

POS CASH
balance

SK_DPD_DEF

DPD during the month with tolerance (debts with low loan
amounts are ignored) of the previous credit

credit card
balance

SK_ID_PREV

The ID of previous credit in Home credit related to loan in
our sample. (One loan in our sample can have 0,1,2 or more
previous loans in Home Credit)

credit card
balance

SK_ID_CURR

The ID of the loan in our sample

credit card
balance

MONTHS_BALANCE

The month of balance relative to the application date (-1
means the freshest balance date)

credit card
balance

AMT_BALANCE

Balance during the month of previous credit

credit card
balance

AMT_CREDIT_LIMIT_ACTU
AL

Credit card limit during the month of the previous credit

credit card
balance

AMT_DRAWINGS_ATM_CU
RRENT

Amount drawing at ATM during the month of the previous
credit

credit card
balance

AMT_DRAWINGS_CURREN
T

Amount drawing during the month of the previous credit

credit card
balance

AMT_DRAWINGS_OTHER_C
URRENT

Amount of other drawings during the month of the previous
credit

credit card
balance

AMT_DRAWINGS_POS_CUR
RENT

Amount drawing or buying goods during the month of the
previous credit

credit card
balance

AMT_INST_MIN_REGULARI
TY

Minimal installment for this month of the previous credit

credit card
balance

AMT_PAYMENT_CURRENT

How much did the client pay during the month on the
previous credit

credit card
balance

AMT_PAYMENT_TOTAL_CU
RRENT

How much did the client pay during the month in total on
the previous credit

credit card
balance

AMT_RECEIVABLE_PRINCI
PAL

The amount receivable for the principal on the previous
credit

credit card
balance

AMT_RECIVABLE

The amount receivable on the previous credit

credit card
balance

AMT_TOTAL_RECEIVABLE

The total amount receivable on the previous credit

credit card
balance

CNT_DRAWINGS_ATM_CUR
RENT

Number of drawings at ATM during this month on the
previous credit

credit card
balance

CNT_DRAWINGS_CURREN
T

Number of drawings during this month on the previous
credit

credit card
balance

CNT_DRAWINGS_OTHER_C
URRENT

Number of other drawings during this month on the
previous credit

credit card
balance

CNT_DRAWINGS_POS_CUR
RENT

Number of drawings for goods during this month on the
previous credit

credit card
balance

CNT_INSTALMENT_MATUR
E_CUM

Number of paid installments on the previous credit

credit card
balance

NAME_CONTRACT_STATUS

Contract status (active signed, ...) on the previous credit

credit card
balance

SK_DPD

DPD (Days past due) during the month on the previous
credit

credit card
balance

SK_DPD_DEF

DPD (Days past due) during the month with tolerance (debts
with low loan amounts are ignored) of the previous credit

previous
application

SK_ID_PREV

The ID of previous credit in Home credit related to loan in
our sample. (One loan in our sample can have 0,1,2 or more
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previous loan applications in Home Credit, previous
application could, but not necessarily have to lead to credit)
previous
application

SK_ID_CURR

ID of loan in our sample

previous
application

NAME_CONTRACT_TYPE

Contract product type (Cash loan, consumer loan [POS] ,...)
of the previous application

previous
application

AMT_ANNUITY

Annuity of previous application

previous
application

AMT_APPLICATION

For how much credit did client ask on the previous
application

previous
application

AMT_CREDIT

Final credit amount on the previous application. This differs
from
AMT_APPLICATION
in
a
way
that
the
AMT_APPLICATION is the amount for which the client
initially applied for, but during our approval process he
could have received different amount - AMT_CREDIT

previous
application

AMT_DOWN_PAYMENT

Down payment on the previous application

previous
application

AMT_GOODS_PRICE

Goods price of good that client asked for (if applicable) on
the previous application

previous
application

WEEKDAY_APPR_PROCESS
_START

On which day of the week did the client apply for previous
application

previous
application

HOUR_APPR_PROCESS_ST
ART

Approximately at what day hour did the client apply for the
previous application

previous
application

FLAG_LAST_APPL_PER_CO
NTRACT

Flag if it was last application for the previous contract.
Sometimes by mistake of client or our clerk there could be
more applications for one single contract

previous
application

NFLAG_LAST_APPL_IN_DAY

Flag if the application was the last application per day of the
client. Sometimes clients apply for more applications a day.
Rarely it could also be error in our system that one
application is in the database twice

previous
application

NFLAG_MICRO_CASH

Flag Micro finance loan

previous
application

RATE_DOWN_PAYMENT

Down payment rate normalized on previous credit

previous
application

RATE_INTEREST_PRIMARY

Interest rate normalized on previous credit

previous
application

RATE_INTEREST_PRIVILEG
ED

Interest rate normalized on previous credit

previous
application

NAME_CASH_LOAN_PURPO
SE

Purpose of the cash loan

previous
application

NAME_CONTRACT_STATUS

Contract status (approved, cancelled, ...) of previous
application

previous
application

DAYS_DECISION

Relative to current application when was the decision about
previous application made

previous
application

NAME_PAYMENT_TYPE

Payment method that client chose to pay for the previous
application

previous
application

CODE_REJECT_REASON

Why was the previous application rejected

previous
application

NAME_TYPE_SUITE

Who accompanied client when applying for the previous
application

previous
application

NAME_CLIENT_TYPE

Was the client old or new client when applying for the
previous application

previous
application

NAME_GOODS_CATEGORY

What kind of goods did the client apply for in the previous
application

previous
application

NAME_PORTFOLIO

Was the previous application for CASH, POS, CAR, …
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previous
application

NAME_PRODUCT_TYPE

Was the previous application x-sell o walk-in

previous
application

CHANNEL_TYPE

Through which channel we acquired the client on the
previous application

previous
application

SELLERPLACE_AREA

Selling area of seller place of the previous application

previous
application

NAME_SELLER_INDUSTRY

The industry of the seller

previous
application

CNT_PAYMENT

Term of previous credit at application of the previous
application

previous
application

NAME_YIELD_GROUP

Grouped interest rate into small medium and high of the
previous application

previous
application

PRODUCT_COMBINATION

Detailed product combination of the previous application

previous
application

DAYS_FIRST_DRAWING

Relative to application date of current application when was
the first disbursement of the previous application

previous
application

DAYS_FIRST_DUE

Relative to application date of current application when was
the first due supposed to be of the previous application

previous
application

DAYS_LAST_DUE_1ST_VER
SION

Relative to application date of current application when was
the first due of the previous application

previous
application

DAYS_LAST_DUE

Relative to application date of current application when was
the last due date of the previous application

previous
application

DAYS_TERMINATION

Relative to application date of current application when was
the expected termination of the previous application

previous
application

NFLAG_INSURED_ON_APP
ROVAL

Did the client requested insurance during the previous
application

installment
s payments

SK_ID_PREV

ID of previous credit in Home credit related to loan in our
sample. (One loan in our sample can have 0,1,2 or more
previous loans in Home Credit)

installment
s payments

SK_ID_CURR

ID of loan in our sample

installment
s payments

NUM_INSTALMENT_VERSI
ON

Version of installment calendar (0 is for credit card) of
previous credit. Change of installment version from month
to month signifies that some parameter of payment calendar
has changed

installment
s payments

NUM_INSTALMENT_NUMB
ER

On which installment we observe payment

installment
s payments

DAYS_INSTALMENT

When the installment of previous credit was supposed to be
paid (relative to application date of current loan)

installment
s payments

DAYS_ENTRY_PAYMENT

When was the installments of previous credit paid actually
(relative to application date of current loan)

installment
s payments

AMT_INSTALMENT

What was the prescribed installment amount of previous
credit on this installment

installment
s payments

AMT_PAYMENT

What the client actually paid on previous credit on this
installment
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